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This article looks at the impact of social media on the cybersecurity community itself
as it relates to employment. If used properly it can be good to promote oneself and to
improve one’s career. However, there are consequences of misuse.
Abstract
Social media impacts our lives every day. In the cybersecurity
community, many see it as only a vehicle for cyber thieves
and scammers to take advantage of the information posted.
This article looks at the impact of social media on the cybersecurity community itself as it relates to employment. If used
properly it can be good to promote oneself and to improve
one’s career. However, there are consequences of misuse. Examples and best practices are provided to help guide cybersecurity professionals on how to properly leverage social media
to improve their careers.

F

ace it, whether you love it or hate it, social networks
such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, and
SnapChat are a way of life. They connect us to family, friends, coworkers, former friends, and former coworkers as well as like-minded individuals across the globe. For
those in the cybersecurity world, the words social media can
stir up strong feelings. For the purpose of this topic, we will
only be exploring the business use of social media, primarily
LinkedIn, and how it impacts the cybersecurity employment
landscape.
First off, social platforms such as LinkedIn enable like-minded individuals to connect and share ideas and concepts and
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seek answers from experts around the world. These networks
provide discussion groups that can be invaluable to solve
problems, share information, ask opinions, or just share
ideas. For example, the LinkedIn group, Information Security Community, has over 300,000 members and can have 100200 ongoing discussions at any time. Daily discussions revolve around improving one’s career, security best practices,
specific technical questions, and new ways to identify hacks.
The former head of the Pentagon’s Information Security Operations, Joey Rachid, said “[Social media] is a double-edged
sword. It’s a great tool to find, recruit, and fill the vacancies
in your organization, but also a great way for everyone else to
try and recruit the talent you have on your team.”
Prior to LinkedIn, job seekers found jobs by personal networking, looking over job postings, or posting resumes to job
boards. For many technical professionals, networking is not a
strength, and posting a resume to a job board could inadvertently alert employers that a job search is underway. LinkedIn
enables individuals to passively keep a search underway in
case a better opportunity comes along.
Aanchal Gupta, CISO for Microsoft’s Skype Division, thinks
social media has been positive for the cybersecurity profession because, she says, “Prior to social media, cybersecurity
professionals were seen as some skeletons in the cupboard.”
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She says it is becoming more mainstream and therefore may
attract more people to it. She added “It has helped tremendously. I put job openings on my status updates and that attracts a ton of talent. You can quickly browser through numerous profiles, including referrals.”

How much information should be shared?
Mirroring your resume on your LinkedIn profile offers some
advantages such as the convenience of not maintaining a
resume at all, and a detailed LinkedIn profile will come up
more often in searches. However, sharing that amount of information online could do more harm than good.

Largest LinkedIn Security Groups
•
•
•
•

Information Security Community: 300,000 members
Cybersecurity Forum Initiative : 68,000 members
Information Security Careers Network : 50,000 members
Information Systems Security Association : 42,000 members

Representative security social communities
• Cybrary – Cybrary offers a tremendous amount of free
security content and training – https://www.cybrary.it

• ISSA – Developing and Connecting Cybersecurity
Leaders Globally – https://www.issa.org/

Your resume details could be used by scammers to gain the
confidence of someone close to you in order to pull off a scam.
Travis Smith, a senior security research engineer at Tripwire,
says “Social networks are a watering hole for attackers looking to profile their victims; for example, answers to password
recovery questions are often posted inadvertently online, an
oversight which hungry attackers can readily exploit.”1

• The Open Group, Security – Developing technical

Additionally, many companies are now limiting employees’
posts regarding specific technologies associated to a company’s infrastructure through their social media policies.
Adversaries may look for corporate infrastructure details in
order to exploit vulnerabilities in those corporate systems.2

fare awareness, guidance, and security solutions
through collaboration, education, and volunteers –
http://www.csfi.us

Employers should be leery of cybersecurity professionals
whose LinkedIn profiles are too detailed. It speaks to the in1 David Bisson, “Securely Navigating the World of Social Networking,” Oct. 15, 2015,
Tripwire – http://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-awareness/securelynavigating-the-world-of-social-networking/.
2 John Brandon, “Six Biggest Rising Threats from Cybercriminals,” May 19, 2011,
PCWorld – http://www.pcworld.com/article/228206/six_cyber_threats.html.

standards, guides, and best practices – http://www.
opengroup.org/subjectareas/security

• Women in Cybersecurity – Promoting opportunities

for growth in cybersecurity for women – https://www.
csc.tntech.edu/wicys/

• Cybersecurity Forum Initiative – Provides cyberwar-

dividual’s sense of oversharing sensitive information. Security professionals should be held to a higher standard than the
average employee who may not be as security aware. Besides,
if that individual is hired into your company, will they share
the same details about your infrastructure? Also, if someone
keeps resume-level detail on her profile, is she continually
evaluating new opportunities?
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Recently, more cybersecurity professionals are limiting the
amount of information posted on LinkedIn profiles. Many
individuals are removing detailed job summaries and only
providing vague summary information in the profile header
and very limited position information. Some have gone as far
as substituting their current company with “Confidential” or
even “None of Your Business.”3

Overstating your abilities
Social media profiles allow a much higher tolerance for inaccuracies and embellishments. Reagan Wolfe, an executive recruiter, says “I often see candidates submit resumes that don’t
line up with their LinkedIn profiles. Some list skills in their
online profiles just so they will show up in a search; but when
asked about a specific skill, I often find they don’t have any
hands-on experience with it.”
With salaries and demand headed north, many unqualified
individuals are trying to get into the field. They feel that if
they get a recruiter to call, they may be able to bluff their way
into a position.
Rachid, who once led over 90 cybersecurity professionals at
the US Cyber Command, confirmed: “I have seen a lot of unqualified cybersecurity personnel get hired due to inadequate
screening or a poor interview process.” He adds “In cybersecurity, you can’t afford to hire someone who does not know
or is not yet qualified to serve in the position for which he
is hired. Instead, take the time to have a thorough screening and interview process. Conduct technical and behavioral
3 Informal Study of LinkedIn profiles by Fortify Experts recruiting staff.
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interviews to identify the talent that you need, and want, in
your organization.”
He concluded by adding “If you are working with an internal,
dedicated recruiter, invest the money to get her educated in
the cybersecurity career field by sending her to local conferences, chapter meetings, etc. If you use a third-party search
firm, find one with cybersecurity specialists and have them
describe their screening process to validate security skills.”

Improving your career though social media
It might be pretty safe to say the majority of cybersecurity
professionals are not known for their social skills. Social
media, and particularly LinkedIn, is an excellent platform
to become a well-known security professional or even build
yourself into a true security expert.
Through LinkedIn you can establish your own brand, connect to other influential security professionals, voice your
opinions, and attract others to you. Here are some ways you
can leverage LinkedIn to become more noticed within the industry.
Build your brand
First, polish up your profile. Add a professional photo and a
catchy heading which describes who you are and what you
do. Your title should be your “brand” and make a good first
impression. What impression do you want people to have of
you?
Recruiters, potential employers, and other industry professionals may never scroll down to your job history; therefore,
your profile needs to have an effective summary. It needs to
succinctly state your area of specialty, what you can do for a
potential employer, and list some of your major accomplishments, all within a 2,000-character limit. In addition, key
skills and technologies should be used, enabling your profile
to pop up when others do key-word searches.
Build reputation through recommendations
LinkedIn recommendations can be useful and powerful in
building a reputation and brand. Wolfe says “More employers
are accepting well-written LinkedIn recommendations as a
substitute for personal references.”
Do not wait until you are in a job search to ask for recommendations. The ideal time to ask for a recommendation is just
after you accomplish something significant. If you discover or
resolve a threat, if you implement a new technology or build
a new feature, ask your manager or coworker for a LinkedIn
recommendation while it is still fresh on his mind. It can validate an accomplishment stated elsewhere in your profile.
LinkedIn recommendations
To ask for a recommendation follow these steps:
1. Hover over your picture in the upper right corner.
2. Click “Privacy and Settings” from the dropdown menu.
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3. Scroll down to bottom and select “Go to previous version
on Settings”
4. Under Helpful Links, select “Manage your recommendations”
5. Choose a position, and click “Ask for a recommendation”
Join relevant groups
Connecting through LinkedIn Groups can transform how
you interact with others and LinkedIn. Group connections
provide greater visibility of your profile to a wider community on LinkedIn and it can also be a valuable source of information. For industry information, the big discussion groups
(mentioned earlier) can be useful, but joining groups that are
specialized in your same area can be the best way to connect
with like individuals. If you cannot find an active group in
your specialization, it is very easy to start one.
Be found by connecting
First, you need to define why you would want to be found. Is
it because you are searching for a new position or just want
to be found in the future in case you need a position? Is it to
promote yourself or a new product?
Secondly, connect with a purpose. List the key individuals in
the industry or your specialization who need to know you.
This could be executives at targeted companies, counterparts, or even connections in industries outside of your area

of specialty. For example, cybersecurity professionals should
be connecting with others outside their sector because they
could be influential down the road. If you are in the healthcare industry, you may want to also connect within other
spaces like energy, financial, or
manufacturing.

The temptation
Linking up with “high-value” connections such as popular industry
to jump at any
speakers, executives, and recruiters
opportunity
can accelerate your visibility across
the industry. The ideal time to ask
without being
for a connection is right after they
discriminating can
publish a LinkedIn update, an arnegatively impact
ticle, or are mentioned in the news.
When sending a connection reyour career.
quest, refer to how you noticed her
and ask to connect. Following influential companies such as the top security products will give
you more visibility to their news feeds.
Build reputation by participating
Getting exposure can be as simple as participating in security forums. You can ask questions or post interesting articles,
but more importantly you can offer up your expertise by answering questions. Participating in forums can give you the
confidence to take your career to the next level.
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Become an expert by authoring
One of the best ways to establish yourself as an influential security professional is by writing industry-related articles. In
fact, one of the easiest ways to get exposure is to write reviews
on products you already use. You can describe a new threat
solution or a simple “how to” on a configuration or implementation. Maybe you have a specific case study or a resource
sheet others would want to know about. You may even have a
visual mind map or diagram you created that might be useful
to others. Sharing images can be highly effective.
Once you build your LinkedIn network, you can even create
a targeted email newsletter to further inform and promote.
Finally, developing an e-book or self-publishing can be a real
launching pad to getting recognized as a security expert. Promoting through LinkedIn and LinkedIn groups is a highly
effective way to get the word out. Even if others do not buy the
book, you will still separate yourself from others as an author.
Speaking influences others
Speaking requires practice and confidence. Therefore, taking
on one of the big conferences such as Black Hat, RSA, or ISSA
International may not be a smart entry point.
There are plenty of other smaller clubs and organizations
looking for speakers to inform their memberships. Everyone
needs to know about cybersecurity and clubs would welcome
an overview of how to keep their members safe. From Boy
Scout troops to Rotary Clubs, ask around and you will be able
to find one that will enthusiastically welcome you.
Another way to create interest is to start up your own YouTube channel offering advice and sharing new industry information. Links to your channel or videos can be posted to your
LinkedIn profile. Additionally, you can build your reputation
and speaking experience by offering your expertise to a local
college.
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As your confidence builds, submitting topics to smaller conferences will continue to give you industry exposure, and
when publicized on LinkedIn can lead to requests for more
speaking engagements such as the bigger conferences.

Job tenure caution
While gaining more LinkedIn exposure can lead to additional career opportunities, the temptation to jump at any opportunity without being discriminating can negatively impact
your career.
According to a 2012 Bullhorn Study,4 a recruiting software
company, “the single biggest obstacle for an unemployed candidate in regaining employment is having a history of ‘hopping jobs,’ or leaving a company before one year of tenure.”
Recent statistics from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),5
reveal that the average job tenure for a 65-year-old is over 10
years and the average tenure for 25 – 34-year-old is only 3.2
years. One of the shortest tenured occupations is the CISO
with an average tenure of only 17 months, according to CIO
magazine (figure 1).6

Job Tenure
10 Years
Over 65 years old

3.2 Years
25-35 years old

1.4 Years
CISOs
Figure 1 – 2016 Bullhorn Study/CIO Magazine

More recent statistics from the BLS7 suggest there has been a
slight rebound in tenure over the last few years as more professionals may have come to realize job hopping negatively
impacts their careers.
Wolfe says “There are too many people to sift through to
spend time with someone without a stable work history. It
sends up too many red flags.” She adds “I don’t want to take
a chance on someone who won’t be there in a year.” She also
says she wants to understand a candidate’s motivation to
change positions, “If the first question out of a candidate’s
mouth is about money, that’s another red flag.” She feels that
if a potential candidate is only interested in money, he will
4 “Job Hopping Damages Employment Prospects More than Age or Unemployment,
Finds Bullhorn,”2012 Bullhorn Study – http://www.bullhornreach.com/reach/
content/recruiter-survey-results.
5 “Employee Tenure in 2014,” 2014 Bureau of Labor Statistics Report – http://www.bls.
gov/news.release/pdf/tenure.pdf.
6 Scott Hollis, “The Average CISO Tenure Is 17 Months – Don’t Be a Statistic!”
CIO
Magazine, Sept. 17, 2015 – http://www.cio.com/article/2984607/security/theaverage-ciso-tenure-is-17-months-don-t-be-a-statistic.html.
7 “Median years of tenure with current employer for employed wage and salary
workers by age and sex, selected years, 2004-2014,” Bureau of Labor Statistics –
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/tenure.t01.htm.
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continue to take recruiter calls and just look for the highest
bidder even after he lands somewhere new.
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Top 8 Linkedin Mistakes
1. Unprofessional or bad photo
2. Lack of a good summary with key words
3. Posting too much personal information (What could a
hacker use against you?)

4. Not asking for recommendations before you need them.
5. Embellishing skills and accomplishments
6. Being inconsistent (profile vs. resume)
7. Posting sensitive data to a profile (i.e., corporate IT systems)

8. Taking every recruiters’ call
Before accepting that next job offer, ask yourself these questions:
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• Does the new position offer a better career path than your
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If the answer is “no” to any of these questions, then you may
be just looking for a job change and not a career move. You
should question yourself about why this position is attractive
and if this is the right time to make a move.

Internet of Things

Conclusion
We know social media will not be going away. For your career’s sake, it may not be in your best interest to hide from
it either. It can be embraced in a way that can enhance your
career.
For employers, social media can be leveraged to attract the
talent you need. Putting appropriate social media policies in
place enables employees enough freedom, while still mitigating risks to the company.
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